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Mountains, especially in the tropics, harbour a unique and large portion of the world’s biodiversity. Their

geographical isolation, limited range size and unique environmental adaptations make montane species

potentially the most threatened under impeding climate change. Here, we provide a global baseline

assessment of geographical range contractions and extinction risk of high-elevation specialists in a

future warmer world. We consider three dispersal scenarios for simulated species and for the world’s

1009 montane bird species. Under constrained vertical dispersal (VD), species with narrow vertical dis-

tributions are strongly impacted; at least a third of montane bird diversity is severely threatened. In a

scenario of unconstrained VD, the location and structure of mountain systems emerge as a strong

driver of extinction risk. Even unconstrained lateral movements offer little improvement to the fate of

montane species in the Afrotropics, Australasia and Nearctic. Our results demonstrate the particular

roles that the geography of species richness, the spatial structure of lateral and particularly vertical

range extents and the specific geography of mountain systems have in determining the vulnerability of

montane biodiversity to climate change. Our findings confirm the outstanding levels of biotic pertur-

bation and extinction risk that mountain systems are likely to experience under global warming and

highlight the need for additional knowledge on species’ vertical distributions, dispersal and adaptive

capacities.

Keywords: climate change; dispersal; extinction risk; geographical range; global warming;

mountain biodiversity
1. INTRODUCTION
Mountain regions above 1000 m in elevation represent

roughly 20 per cent of the Earth’s surface (figure 1a)

and are an important feature of the biosphere. They sup-

port a large portion of the world’s biological diversity and

a host of critical ecosystem services (Körner & Spehn

2002). Mountains in many cases harbour evolutionarily

unique and species-rich assemblages (Lomolino 2001;

Körner & Spehn 2002; Jetz et al. 2004), a characteristic

that is especially pronounced in tropical mountains,

which are renowned for their highly diverse assemblages

of vertebrates and plants (Ceballos & Ehrlich 2006;

Grenyer et al. 2006; Barthlott et al. 2007; Buckley &

Jetz 2008). Mountain biodiversity also delivers primary

ecosystem services such as water provision and erosion

prevention (Körner & Spehn 2002) and important

natural resources to humans (Messerli & Ives 1997).

Recent climate change (Karl & Trenberth 2003) has

already impacted biological systems worldwide

(Parmesan & Yohe 2003; Root et al. 2003; Parmesan

2006; Rosenzweig et al. 2008) and mountain ecosystems

are considered especially susceptible (Diaz et al. 2003;

Nogués-Bravo et al. 2007). Recent work indicates the

greatest relative impacts of global warming are likely to
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occur within tropical mountains and mountains at high

northern latitudes (Still et al. 1999; Williams et al.

2007; Pepin & Lundquist 2008). There is evidence that

many montane taxa have already responded to global

warming by dispersing to higher elevations (Parmesan

2006). This trend, with some exceptions (Wilson et al.

2007; Moritz et al. 2008), has been documented primarily

for woody plants at their leading or upper altitudinal

range boundaries (Jump et al. 2009). As species move

up in elevation, dispersal may be hampered by declines

in the quantity and quality of habitable land area (elec-

tronic supplementary material, figure S1) and the

development of vertical gaps between current and future

suitable elevation bands (range-shift gaps), which may

be particular acute for species with narrow vertical distri-

butions (Colwell et al. 2008). With such constraints,

population sizes are certain to decline (Schaffer 1981),

ultimately leading to mountaintop extinctions (Colwell

et al. 2008; Sekercioglu et al. 2008). The spatial variation

in the structure and extent of orographic features

(figure 1a), projected temperature changes (figure 1b)

and species’ vertical range extents and lateral range

extents (or geographical range size) are all expected to

jointly delineate geographical range contractions and

extinction risk, but as yet it is unclear how.

With accelerating carbon dioxide emission rates

(Raupach et al. 2007) and the likely irreversibility of

climate change (Solomon et al. 2009), there is a critical

need to generate broad-scale estimates of species’
This journal is q 2010 The Royal Society
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Figure 1. Maps summarizing current and projected geographical and ecological patterns within montane regions globally.
(a) Terrestrial areas occurring above 1000 m in altitude. Within these areas, (b) the projected IPCC A2 temperature anomaly
between 1980–1999 and 2080–2099, (c) species richness of montane birds (n ¼ 1009; realm boundaries delineated by red
lines), and (d) average log geographical range size (lateral range extent) of montane birds. (e) Median per cent change in

range size for montane birds and ( f ) the number of montane birds projected to lose 50% or more of their range resulting
in range sizes less than 20 000 km2 under the no-dispersal (ND) scenario. All maps, except for (a), which is at 1 km resolution,
were summarized within an equal-area grid with a cell area of 3091 km2. Colour ramps use Jenk’s natural breaks classification.
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vulnerability to climate change to support conservation

planning (Williams et al. 2008). Here, we provide a

global baseline assessment of the magnitude and geo-

graphy of expected global warming-induced range

contractions and extinction risk of high-elevation special-

ists and of the relative roles of its determinants. We base

the evaluation of the susceptibility of montane species

to climate change on the strong association between

temperature and elevation, which averages 6.28C km21

across continents (Mokhov & Akperov 2006), the avail-

ability of these gradients for montane species (Colwell

et al. 2008) and the growing evidence that montane

species are currently tracking their climatic niches over

time (Tingley et al. 2009). Our assessment therefore

focuses on the effect of global warming on species’

susceptibility while keeping constant all other environ-

mental or ecological factors that could come into play

under climate change. We consider three dispersal scen-

arios that illustrate a gradient of vertical dispersal (VD)

and lateral dispersal (LD) opportunities. We use both

simulated and empirical distributions of montane species

to assess potential temperature-driven changes in

geographical range size between 1980–1999 and

2080–2099 and to isolate biological from physiographic

drivers of susceptibility.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
We used a combination of data sources to estimate current

and future geographical range sizes for empirical and
Proc. R. Soc. B (2010)
simulated montane species under three dispersal scenarios.

Specifically, we used current elevation associations to refine

species’ geographical distributions based on 100 m eleva-

tional bands and projected future elevation associations and

distributions given regional lapse rates and temperature pro-

jections (see electronic supplementary material, figure S2, for

an outline of the analysis). All analyses were conducted

between 608 S and 808 N latitude within a grid having a

cylindrical equal-area projection and a cell area of

3091 km2. We excluded the continents of Antarctica and

Greenland and only retained grid cells with more than 50

per cent terrestrial surface.

(a) Climate data

Projected temperature anomalies were calculated for the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) A2

Special Report on Emissions Scenario (Nakićenović &

Swart 2000) between two 20 year time periods, 1980–

1999 and 2080–2099. Values for 1980–1999 were based

on the IPCC climate of the twentieth century experiment

(20C3M). Temperature anomalies were defined as the differ-

ence in average monthly mean near-surface air temperature

between 1980–1999 and 2080–2099. The A2 emission

scenario was selected because there is strong evidence that

alternative scenarios may no longer be relevant under current

greenhouse gas emission rates (Raupach et al. 2007;

Beaumont et al. 2008). We compiled and analysed tempera-

ture anomalies from 18 atmosphere–ocean general

circulation models (AOGCMs) using data from the first

run for each model (Randall et al. 2007); we used the

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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National Center for Atmospheric Research CCSM 3.0

model as the showcase AOGCM (electronic supplementary

material, figure S3). We acquired annual mean tropospheric

lapse-rate values at a resolution of 2.58 (approx. 278 km at

the equator) for the period 1948–2001 (Mokhov & Akperov

2006). Gridded climate data were bilinearly interpolated to

match the resolution of the 3091 km2 equal-area grid.

Projected shifts in altitudinal temperature profiles were

estimated for each grid cell by dividing the projected temp-

erature anomaly by the cell’s tropospheric lapse rate. Each

grid cell therefore had a projected vertical distance in

which changes in the surface temperature profile (or, by

extension dominant montane vegetation; Kelly & Goulden

2008) would be manifested.

(b) Elevation data and treeline

We acquired elevation data from the Shuttle Radar Topo-

graphic Mission (SRTM v. 3) digital elevation model

(DEM) for terrestrial regions located between 608 S and

608 N latitude at a resolution of 3 arc-seconds (approx.

90 m at the equator; Jarvis et al. 2006). For terrestrial regions

located between 608 N and 808 N latitude, we used the

USGS GTOPO30 DEM at a resolution of 30 arc-seconds

(approx. 1 km at the equator). The GTOPO30 DEM was

bilinearly interpolated to a resolution of 3 arc-seconds to

match the SRTM resolution. Slopes were estimated using

the average maximum technique and a 3 � 3 cell neigh-

bourhood (Burrough 1986). Median slope and

non-planimetric surface area (i.e. a measure of surface area

that considers spatial variation in slope) were summarized

within 100 m elevation bands (centred on 1000, 1100,

1200, . . ., 8800 m) within each equal-area cell (3091 km2).

Non-planimetric surface area was estimated by treating

each elevation band as a square, horizontal surface and tilting

this surface based on the median slope and recalculating

the area.

We defined treeline using the global latitudinal treeline

relationship (Körner 2007), which we modelled linearly.

We first defined a maximum treeline of 3500 m between

308 S and 408 N latitude. In the Northern Hemisphere, we

defined a linearly decreasing treeline occurring at 3500 m

at 408 N and dropping down to 0 m at 708 N latitude. In

the Southern Hemisphere, we defined a linearly decreasing

treeline occurring at 3500 m at 308 S and dropping down

to 0 m at 558 S latitude.

(c) Empirical and simulated and montane species data

We acquired breeding ranges and elevation associations for

the global breeding avifauna from a variety of sources (elec-

tronic supplementary material, table S1). We defined

montane bird species as montane specialists with current

minimum elevation associations that are greater than

1000 m and current maximum elevation associations that

occur anywhere above 1000 m below the median treeline

estimated within the range. The first criterion was selected

based on evidence that 1000 m demarcates lowland from

montane bird communities in the tropics (Herzog et al.

2005; Romdal & Rahbek 2009), the region where the

majority of the montane bird species in our assessment

occurred (figure 1c). The second criterion allowed us to

identify species that were associated with montane environ-

ments independent of latitudinal gradients in treeline, in

particular, the treeline gradient as represented in the North-

ern Hemisphere. In species with large lateral extents,
Proc. R. Soc. B (2010)
altitudinal associations sometimes vary geographically, and

we aimed for the species-level elevation range to be approxi-

mately representative for the range midpoint. While more

detailed knowledge of species exact elevational occurrences

would of course be desirable, we do not expect there to be

strong trends in these inaccuracies that would affect our con-

clusions. A total of 1009 montane species were identified

(approx. 10% of the global avifauna), which we placed into

six biogeographic realms (Udvardy 1975) based on the

realm that contained the greatest proportion of each species’

current range (electronic supplementary material, table S2).

To simplify the analysis, three species occurring on the

Hawaiian Islands were categorized as Nearctic.

Simulated ranges were generated by first identifying a

range centre placed randomly within montane regions glob-

ally (figure 1a). The radius of the range was expanded

from the centre and new montane cells added iteratively

until the selected non-planimetric range size was achieved

based on the selected vertical range extent. We considered

four unique combinations of two lateral and two vertical

range extents, in each case using 1000 simulated species:

small and large vertical range extents (800 and 1600 m)

and small and large lateral range extents (104 and

105 km2). These values were derived from the associations

observed for montane birds (electronic supplementary

material, figure S4a,b). The values for large vertical and

large lateral range extents were roughly the median values

for montane birds. The value for small vertical extent was

half the value for large vertical extent and the value for

small lateral extent was an order of magnitude smaller than

the value for large lateral extent.
(d) Changes in range size for empirical and simulated

species

We estimated changes in geographical range size under global

warming for empirical and simulated species using three dis-

persal scenarios that captured a gradient of increasing VD

and LD opportunities (figure 2). The first no-dispersal

(ND) scenario allowed only the lower elevational range

boundary to shift in response to warming temperatures.

The second VD scenario allowed both the lower and upper

elevational range boundaries to shift. The third vertical dis-

persal plus lateral dispersal (VD þ LD) scenario started

with the geographical outcome of the second scenario and

allowed LD at concentric 100 km intervals to a maximum

distance of 1000 km from the edge of the range.

We estimated the area within each species’ range based on

the non-planimetric area measured within 100 m elevation

bands containing slopes of less than 458 using the global

90 m resolution DEM. We used projected changes in altitu-

dinal temperature profiles to estimate the elevational

associations for each species in each cell within (ND, VD)

and outside (VD þ LD) its current geographical range. The

projected elevation associations were then used to estimate

the non-planimetric area within each cell in the projected

range. We used differences in area between the current and

projected ranges to estimate the proportional change in

range size for each species under each scenario. Using the

IUCN Red List criteria for categorizing global extinction

risk (IUCN 2001), we identify montane birds of special con-

servation concern whose projected range losses are 50 per

cent or more, resulting in non-planimetric range sizes less

than 20 000 km2.

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 2. Median per cent change in range size for simulated ranges (n ¼ 1000) and empirical montane bird ranges (n ¼ 1009;

+bootstrapped s.e.) summarized within six biogeographic realms under three dispersal scenarios. Red symbols, Afrotropics;
green symbols, Australasia; light blue symbols, Indo Malaya; orange symbols, Nearctic; dark blue symbols, Neotropics;
yellow, Palaearctic. The dashed line segments represent the overall median values across realms. The scenarios are (a) no-dis-
persal (ND), (b) vertical dispersal (VD), and (c) vertical plus lateral dispersal (VD þ LD). Cartoons illustrate current elevation

associations (green) and dispersal patterns (blue arrows) for species under each dispersal scenario. The four simulations are
defined by four unique combinations of two parameters (lateral/vertical range extent where (2) and (þ) identify small and
large extents, respectively). Only the large-lateral/large-vertical simulation (þ/þ) is shown for the VD þ LD scenario (see
electronic supplementary material, figure S7, for remaining simulations).
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(e) Correlates of changes in range size for

montane birds

Ordinary least-squares regression was used to examine the

relationship between the proportional projected change in

range size per species and the following predictors: lateral

range extent (or geographical range size), vertical range

extent, the maximum elevation of the terrestrial surface

within the region encompassed by the range (only included

with the VD scenario), the average IPCC A2 temperature

anomaly within the region encompassed by the range and

biogeographic realm. After an assessment of distributional
Proc. R. Soc. B (2010)
assumptions, lateral and vertical range extents were both

log transformed. An assessment of variance inflation factors

(VIFs) and values from the partial correlation (PC) matrix

indicated all the predictors were statistically independent

and could be included within the linear models (VIF , 3.1

and jPCj , 0.55). The most parsimonious collection of

explanatory variables was selected for each model using a

bootstrap stepwise (forward and backward) model selection

procedure based on Akaike information criteria (AIC)

scores (Austin & Tu 2004). Variables in each model were

retained if they were selected more than 95 per cent of

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 1. The number of montane bird species in six biogeographic realms, the median IPCC A2 temperature anomaly within

the realm, the median lateral range extent (range size) and vertical range extent, the number of species occurring in the
IUCN 2008 Red List that are classified as threatened (i.e. critically endangered, endangered or vulnerable), the median
per cent change in range size under the no-dispersal (ND) and vertical dispersal (VD) scenarios, and the number of species
losing 50% or more of their range resulting in range sizes less than 20 000 km2 under the two dispersal scenarios (for
species-level results, see electronic supplementary material, table S2).

realm species

median
anomaly
(8C)

median lateral
range extent
(1000 km2)

median
vertical
range extent
(m)

species (%)
currently
threatened

median %
change in
range size

species (%) losing

�50% of range and
resulting range size
,20 000 km2

ND VD ND VD

Afrotropics 130 3.5 104 1500 15 (11) 268 264 52 (40) 50 (38)
Australasia 89 4.1 53 1520 2 (2) 244 233 27 (30) 20 (22)

IndoMalaya 70 3.6 121 1800 6 (9) 259 239 22 (31) 17 (24)
Nearctic 28 5.6 302 1300 8 (29) 278 268 12 (43) 9 (32)
Neotropics 525 3.7 60 1400 67 (13) 249 216 182 (35) 70 (13)
Palaearctic 167 5.5 389 1700 13 (8) 252 29 32 (19) 18 (11)

World 1009 4.8 100 1500 111 (11) 254 227 327 (32) 184 (18)
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time within 10 000 bootstrap samples. Partial residuals plots

(Larsen & McCleary 1972) were used to display the relation-

ship between the selected predictors and the response after

accounting for the effects of the remaining predictors in

each model.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Dispersal is a fundamental biological process that shows

strong variation among species and regions (Clobert et al.

2001), but its connection with persistence under climate

change requires further work and for most species even

basic information is lacking (Watkinson & Gill 2001). In

the absence of better knowledge and in light of various eco-

logical and geographical barriers to dispersal, assuming a

lack of dispersal opportunities at the leading edge of the

range appears both pragmatic and precautionary for con-

servation prioritization (Jetz et al. 2007). In an initial ND

scenario, we only allow range retractions to occur at

species’ lower altitudinal range boundaries (figure 2a).

We assume in this scenario that the lower boundary will

fully track the upward shift of abiotic and biotic conditions

under warming temperatures.

We find that, in the ND scenario, simulated species

with small vertical range extents fare very poorly with

median losses in range sizes of 100 per cent, irrespective

of lateral range size; species with large vertical range

extents retain more of their range but median losses still

exceed 75 per cent (figure 2a). These findings highlight

the importance of elevational associations (Sekercioglu

et al. 2008) and are in contrast to the typical conservation

perspective where lateral range extent is considered the

primary predictor of extinction risk (Mace et al. 2008).

The Afrotropics and Palaearctic are the most, and the

Neotropics and Australasia the least, affected realms,

reflecting how spatial variation in orographic features

(figure 1a) and warming projections (figure 1b) strongly

affects range loss even in the absence of biological

gradients.

Next, we compare these neutral patterns with those of

montane birds, a real world taxon with a distinct biogeo-

graphy. Species richness, vertical and lateral range extents

for montane birds are far from uniform across species or
Proc. R. Soc. B (2010)
space (electronic supplementary material, figure S1).

Montane bird diversity shows striking peaks in the

Andean, Himalayan and New Guinean mountains

(figure 1c). Lateral range extent varies from 6 � 101 to

4 � 106 km2 (median ¼ 1 � 105 km2) and small lateral

ranges occur predominantly on mountains that are geo-

graphically isolated or high in species richness (figure 1d

and table 1). Vertical range extents vary from 150 to

4500 m (median ¼ 1500 m), broadly reflecting geo-

graphical variation in orographic features (table 1 and

electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Species

with large vertical range extents also tend to have large

lateral extents (Spearman’s r ¼ 0.54, p , 0.001; elec-

tronic supplementary material, figure S4c). Vertical

range extents of montane birds show only a slight

decrease towards the equator (McCain 2009), much

weaker than that observed for lateral ranges (Spearman’s

r ¼ 0.14, p , 0.001 and r ¼ 0.36, p , 0.001, respect-

ively, for the Northern and Southern Hemispheres

combined; electronic supplementary material,

figure S4d,e).

Under the ND scenario, global warming has a severe

impact on montane birds with projected median range

sizes declining by 54 per cent worldwide and losses 44

per cent or more in every realm (figure 2a, table 1 and

electronic supplementary material, figure S3). The stron-

gest range contractions are projected for mountains at

high northern latitudes, within Africa, and within the

IndoMalaya archipelago (table 1 and figure 1e). The

Afrotropics and Nearctic contain the greatest proportion

and the Neotropics the greatest number of species

losing 50 per cent or more of their range, resulting in

range sizes less than 20 000 km2 (table 1 and figure 1f ).

A total of 327 species fall into this category, of which

54 are projected to lose 100 per cent of their range, of

which 73 are currently listed as threatened (table 1 and

electronic supplementary material, table S2). These

impacts are less severe than those found for simulated

species owing to the high concentration of montane

birds within the largest mountain systems, where climate

change projections are weaker and vertical ranges are

more broadly filled (figure 1a–c). The ranking of

median range loss per realm is similar to that found for

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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the neutral groups (figure 2a) with the exception of the

Palaearctic where bird diversity in regions with strong

warming projections is relatively low (figure 1b,c).

Despite many instances of physical, environmental,

biotic and especially anthropogenic limitations to disper-

sal under climate change (Watkinson & Gill 2001),

species may respond to warming by the upward move-

ment of both the trailing and leading edges of the

range. While dispersal lags with species and their biotic

niches may hamper such shifts, VD has already been

demonstrated in some instances, most broadly with

woody plants (Jump et al. 2009). Therefore, a second

scenario allows unconstrained VD within species’ current

lateral range extents (figure 2b). We expect the availability

of higher elevation area within the species range to be a

main driver of net range loss under this scenario (elec-

tronic supplementary material, figure S1). Across the

four groups of simulated species, median range losses

are now somewhat less severe than in the ND scenario

and vary between 77 and 90 per cent; more in line with

our expectations, the importance of vertical range

extent is diminished and lateral extent is a stronger deter-

minant of range loss (figure 2b). Among montane birds,

median losses in range size decrease to 27 per cent and

no species loses 100 per cent of its range (figure 2b,

table 1 and electronic supplementary material, figure

S3). Geographical patterns of range loss are similar to

those under the ND scenario (table 1 and electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S5). The number of species

losing 50 per cent or more of their range resulting in

range sizes of less than 20 000 km2 is approximately

halved to 184, of which 41 are currently listed as threa-

tened (table 1 and electronic supplementary material,

table S2). As expected, the extensive high-elevation areas

in the Neotropics and Palaearctic buffer montane species

(figure 2b and table 1). Vertical range-shift gaps were evi-

dent for 42 species with a median gap of 149 m; the

majority (69%) and smallest vertical range-shift gaps on

average occurred within the tropics (electronic supplemen-

tary material, figure S6). The limited number and

magnitude of vertical range-shift gaps suggest this

phenomenon might not be a broad deterrent to VD. How-

ever, for species with narrow vertical range extents,

especially in the tropics where VD is likely to be the pri-

mary geographical response to global warming, the

development of vertical range-shift gaps could hinder

dispersal and increase extinction risk (Colwell et al. 2008).

Mountains are often characterized by their relative

geographical isolation, a main driver for the evolution of

their unique biotas (Körner & Spehn 2002). Surrounding

lowlands are known to severely constrain LD for montane

taxa. Nevertheless, LD is a broadly documented response

to climate change (Parmesan 2006), with birds providing

some of the broadest geographical evidence (La Sorte &

Thompson 2007), suggesting movements within and

among mountain systems are conceivable. However, LD

under climate change has been documented primarily in

temperate regions. The potential for LD in the tropics

is likely to be much weaker owing to the lack of latitudinal

temperature gradients and weak seasonality in tempera-

ture (Janzen 1967; Ghalambor et al. 2006), an outcome

that has been observed even with very mobile groups

such as birds (Moore et al. 2008). Accordingly, the

third scenario allows for both VD and LD to a maximum
Proc. R. Soc. B (2010)
distance of 1000 km from the edge of the range

(VD þ LD; figure 2c).

The potential for LD buffers against range loss in

simulated species, with the strong exception of Australa-

sia and to a degree the Afrotropics where mountain

systems are more isolated (figure 2c and electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S7). For montane birds,

these regional differences are exacerbated (figure 2c and

electronic supplementary material, figure S3). Species in

IndoMalaya, Neotropics and the Palaearctic experience

the greatest benefits from LD. To compensate for eleva-

tional range losses, LD to mountains at least 300 and

600 km away is necessary for montane species in the

Afrotropics and Nearctic, respectively, whereas LD out

to 1000 km provides no benefits in Australasia. As

stated above, an important caveat for species in the Afro-

tropics, IndoMalaya and Neotropics is that opportunities

for LD could be hampered by the lack of latitudinal and

seasonal temperature gradients. These results highlight

the fundamental role of the geography of mountain

systems in determining expected biodiversity loss.

Understanding the drivers of montane species extinc-

tion risk is critical for the prioritization of research and

conservation efforts (Brook et al. 2008). Our data allow

a quantitative comparison of core factors (projected

warming, lateral and vertical range extents, orographic

characteristics) in a multi-predictor modelling framework

with species’ projected proportional change in range size

as a response. In the ND scenario, vertical range extent

has by far the greatest significance for projected species’

extinction risk (DAIC ¼ 641; figure 3 and electronic sup-

plementary material, table S3). Regional characteristics

and, notably, even projected temperature anomalies only

play a secondary role (DAIC ¼ 324 and 54, respectively).

Surprisingly, lateral range extent is of only minor impor-

tance (DAIC ¼ 79). More specifically, a doubling of

vertical range extent is associated with an approximately

23 per cent decrease in average range loss, a doubling of

lateral range extent with an approximately 2 per cent

decrease in average range loss and one unit decrease in

projected temperature anomaly with an approximately 8

per cent decrease in average range loss. Therefore, a

38C decrease in projected average temperature anomaly

within the range—a relatively large change (figure 3c)—

is required to match the effect of a doubling of vertical

range extent. This finding reaffirms the role of vertical

range extent as a main criterion for threat categorization

(Sekercioglu et al. 2008). It also highlights the critical

need to advance our knowledge of species’ current

elevational ranges.

For the case of unconstrained VD, we additionally

assess the importance of the maximum elevation available

within the geographical range, which emerges as the most

important predictor of projected range loss (DAIC ¼

253), followed by realm (DAIC ¼ 124) and lateral range

extent (DAIC ¼ 17; electronic supplementary material,

figure S8 and table S3). Under this scenario, a 100 m

increase in maximum elevation within the range is associ-

ated with an approximately 2 per cent decrease in average

range loss and a doubling of lateral range extent with an

approximately 2 per cent increase in average range loss.

The latter association probably reflects the greater preva-

lence of small ranged species in the tallest mountain

systems. The geographical differences in projected

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 3. Partial residuals from a four-predictor model of projected proportional change in range size per species (n ¼ 1009)
under the no-dispersal (ND) scenario. The predictors include (a) the species’ lateral range extent (range size) and (b) vertical
range extent, (c) the average IPCC A2 temperature anomaly between 1980–1999 and 2080–2099 within the species’ range,
and (d) the species’ biogeographic realm (AfT, Afrotropics; AuA, Australasia; InM, IndoMalaya; NeA, Nearctic; NeT,

Neotropics; PaA, Palaearctic).
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warming (figure 1b), only of minor importance in the ND

scenario, lose significance altogether in the VD case.

Given the broad scale, these analyses only offer a first

baseline evaluation of biodiversity susceptibility to global

warming under what could be considered worst- (ND) to

best-case (VD þ LD) scenarios. We note that a broad

array of environmental and ecological contingencies will

probably shape individual species’ responses to climate

change (Jackson et al. 2009), with demographic traits

and metapopulation processes affecting distributional

shifts at leading and trailing edges of species’ ranges

(Anderson et al. 2009). Changes in other climatic factors

such as temperature or precipitation regimes, which are

currently more difficult to predict than changes in average

temperature, are likely to be particularly relevant in defin-

ing species’ responses to climate change (Knapp et al.

2008). Moreover, the link between elevation and tempera-

ture, as examined in this study, represents a component of

a species’ climatic niche (Soberón & Nakamura 2009)
Proc. R. Soc. B (2010)
whose characteristics could be redefined under potentially

novel future climatic conditions (Williams et al. 2007). For

montane species, plasticity and adaptations (Gienapp et al.

2007; Skelly et al. 2007) and local-scale environmental het-

erogeneity (Luoto & Heikkinen 2008; Randin et al. 2009)

could at least in principle lessen impacts. Existing and

future anthropogenic land-use changes, which are likely

to be particularly severe at elevations greater than

1000 m (Sala et al. 2000; Jetz et al. 2007; Nogués-Bravo

et al. 2008), are bound to increase projected range losses

in the ND and especially the VD scenarios. Further,

changes in species interactions will probably add additional

variability to species’ geographical responses (Tylianakis

et al. 2008). We posit that many uncertainties still underlie

our current understanding on how biological systems

will respond to climate change and how and whether

communities perturbed by climate change may be

able to reassemble (Williams & Jackson 2007; La Sorte

et al. 2009).
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Our findings highlight the use of a combined global- and

species-level perspective and reaffirm the need to address

both physiological and physiographic factors in order to

comprehensively understand the potential impacts of

global warming on biodiversity. We conjecture that in

montane birds, range losses in the twenty-first century

will certainly be worse than in the best-case scenario

(VD þ LD), and in many cases better than the worst-

case scenario (ND). With our current knowledge,

other terrestrial vertebrate taxa (and probably most

others) have smaller lateral range sizes than birds

(median: birds ¼ 5.3 � 105 km2; amphibians ¼ 3.1 �
104; mammals ¼ 2.2 � 105), and correspondingly, prob-

ably narrower vertical ranges (electronic supplementary

material, figure S4c). Even with different biogeographic

patterns of diversity and range extents in other taxa,

from our simulations and empirical analyses we can

make the following generalizations. (i) Owing to geo-

graphical patterns of projected warming and the extent,

orientation and isolation of mountains, the montane bio-

diversity of Australasia, the Afrotropics and the Nearctic

are exceptionally susceptible to climate change and

deserve particular attention. (ii) In a world of limited dis-

persal opportunities, the vertical range of elevations

occupied by a species is the most critical driver of mon-

tane biodiversity extinction risk, more than any other

factor (including a several degree Celsius difference in

projected warming). (iii) Species threat assessment will

therefore benefit strongly from extending and including

the knowledge of species’ vertical ranges. (iv) Fine-scale

modelling of the potential for upward movement of veg-

etation is necessary to gauge the explicit feasibility of

vertical animal dispersal. (v) VD opportunities are often

not explicitly considered in correlative distribution

models that predict species’ distributions under climate

change; the quality of model predictions would probably

benefit by simultaneously considering both lateral and

VD opportunities (La Sorte & Jetz 2010). (vi) Conserva-

tion efforts will benefit from the placement of reserves in

highland locations and along key elevational corridors to

promote connectivity (Pressey et al. 2007), especially in

high-altitude regions with intensive human land use

(Hodgson et al. 2009).

In total, our findings emphasize the strong, irrevers-

ible and undeniable threat faced by montane biota in a

future warmer world. These threats extend to the ser-

vices provided by montane biodiversity and to the

human livelihoods that rely on them (Messerli & Ives

1997). Next to arctic ecosystems (MacDonald 2010),

there is probably no other terrestrial global biological

system that is more extensively and demonstrably threa-

tened by impending climate change, and no other that

offers fewer excuses for scientific or conservation

inaction.
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